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Youʼll never look at the paranormal the same way again, when the line is blurred between
ghost-hunting horror and side-splitting humor. So funny, itʼs scary!
Answering calls from desperate individuals in conflict with supernatural forces, The
Ghostbreakersʼ overconfident commander, played by Joey Greco (Cheaters), leads his
team of bold but hapless spook-chasers—including a lovelorn gadget master (Gabriel
Horn), a prima donna clairvoyant (Shanda Lee Munson), and a fainthearted muscle man
(Bryan Massey)--face-first into the dangerous fray of the unknown. Attempting to placate,
evict or exterminate mischievous spirits, they generally end up causing more harm than
good for their often-dissatisfied clients. Failure is always an option for this dysfunctional
crew of bickering nitwits.
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GbEp101 CASE FILE #23 “THE MISSING GHOST” (Episode Preview)
A historic mansion hires the Ghostbreakers to prove the presence of a suicidal tween.
Massey and Gabriel have a haunted tea party. Shanda smells foul play.
GbEp102 CASE FILE #43 “THE HOUSE OF PIE”
Grandma’s beyond-the-grave baking is delicious and suspicious as the team must sift
through a macabre three-way marriage. Shanda’s nerves hit the ceiling. Massey seizes
on groundbreaking paranormal evidence.
GbEp103 CASE FILE #66 “DOWN IN THE DUMPS”
Female wraiths linger around a grounded water treatment plant. Gabriel falls for a fellow
spirit enthusiast. Shanda’s rain dance washes up skeletal remains.
GbEp104 CASE FILE #14 “LADY OF THE LAKEHOUSE”
A lake house is haunted by a ghost with laundry OCD. Massey pines a lost love while
Shanda dares to press for the truth. Joey and Gabriel put two princesses in their place.
GbEp105 CASE FILE #15 “THE BABY MUMMY”
A mysterious Manuscript Museum hosts a maniacal underage mummy. Joey and
Massey question a catwoman. Gabriel finds the buzz and Shanda channels her ancient
inner babysitter.
GbEp106 CASE FILE #60 “MOTHERSTUFFER”
A taxidermy museum is only half dead. Shanda goes toe to toe with a prickly clerk. Joey
addresses a delicate matter. A momma bear shows her claws.
GbEp107 CASE FILE #76 “FEAR AND FLIGHT 451″
A haunted historic library has literature literally flying off the shelves and the
Ghostbreakers are called in to discover who’s to blame. Unfortunately, within minutes,
there are bigger fires to put out.
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GbEp108 CASE FILE #27 “MARDI GRASS”
Fat Tuesday is more spirited than even King Del’Acroix can handle, so the team spends
the night with the ghosts of Mardi-Past. Bead-greed sets in quickly and just as they
begin to think hope doesn’t float the gang discovers there may still be a way to resurrect
the party.
GbEp109 CASE FILE #48 “THE SUGAR BLUES”
Bugs aren’t the pests in Lila’s bakery, so the team is called in for paranormal
extermination. Joey and Massey confront Shanda’s sugar high spirits. Gabriel concocts
a nail-biting solution.
GbEp110 CASE FILE #45 “PHAT MAN & LIL BOY”
Mistaken for a rival team, the Ghostbreakers investigate a spook-filled nightclub. Joey
clears the dance floor before Gabriel and Massey pop the hotspot’s bubble. Shanda
uses hypnosis, in a sense... the freezer holds the key.
GbEp111 CASE FILE #7 “BONE GARDEN OF EDEN”
A brooding specter busts a botanist’s breeding plan. The team feasts on a primeval
plant, sparking reptilian repercussions. Joey unravels the serpent’s tale.
GbEp112 CASE FILE #44 “DEAD JUDY”
A fearful radio geek has an unwelcome roomy. Joey bails for a press junket, while the
team tackles a tree house. A dead girlfriend provides an interesting ovarian twist.
GbEp113 CASE FILE #25 “HUMBUGGED”
Just when Christmas couldn’t get any worse, the team is called to investigate a historic
church in need. Truths emerge that threaten to tear the gang apart. Joey OD’s on
Holiday Cheer.
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Season One: BONUS EPISODES
GbEp114 CASE FILE # 39 “THE GIRL WHO CRIED WOLF”
Little Red Riding Hood bullies the team into capturing the Big Bad ‘Spirit’ Wolf.
The pack must act quickly, because Joey knows why cows die. Massey ‘falls’ for the
meat pies.
GbEp115 CASE FILE # 20 “H20RROR”
A summer hot-spot calls the team to Massey’s old stomping ground for some interdimensional paranormal plumbing. Attitudes overflow as the team flushes out the
meaning of friendship. Gabriel is stuck between a rock and a hard place.
GbEp116 CASE FILE # 56 “FIRED UP”
A firefighter's career goes up in flames after being pushed by a malicious ghost. Joey
finds evidence of truer “spirits.” Chief Bragg puts the team’s feet to the fire.
GbEp117 CASE FILE # 63 “NO RESERVATIONS, NO PROBLEM”
When a mobile homes lot unintentionally begins to ‘manufacture’ ghosts, the team must
unearth and outsmart an ancient Indian mystery or face double-wide consequences.
GbEp118 CASE FILE # 99 “WE’RE NOT ALONE” (PART 1)
When the team is called in to investigate a legendary auditorium that had once been
used as a morgue they begin to suspect they are not the only ones seeking spirits.
Massey is overtaken by a girl.
GbEp119 CASE FILE # 99.5 “WE’RE STILL NOT ALONE” (PART 2)
Having come face to face with TV's famous Spookchasers, the team decides to team up
while exploring the famed municipal auditorium. Spirits from a plague turn out to be not
overwhelming for Shanda.
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